Intercultural Library LivrEchange in Fribourg
Guided tours for school childen
The intercultural library LivrÉchange Fribourg offers guided tours for school classes, where students
can discover the different media in numerous languages and scripts that are available in the library.
These guided tours are aimed at all classes of the local schools, both the regular classes and the
integration classes.
The offer aims to:
• expose the students to the world's languages and scripts and awaken their interest in other
cultures;
• learn to appreciate the different languages spoken by the students;
• encourage students to read in their native language;
• promote the learning of school language, either French or German, through bilingual books;
• use the literature of the country of origin in order to relate to the language of the parents.
LivrÉchange offers two types of guided class tours: a "simple" guided tour where students can
choose books for their class library, which they keep for 8 weeks (up to 35 books per class). As part of
this guided tour, an activity can also be carried out with the pupils, a game, a quiz, reading aloud, etc.
The second type of guide tour can include animation where the library can offer the following
activities:
• Writing workshop, where students learn to write and read some basic words in a non-Latin script,
such as Chinese, Arabic, etc.;
• A playful discovery of various writing systems;
• Immersion in another Latin language through listening and speaking.
Class tours can also take place outside the regular opening hours of the library.
When visiting the library, students also have the option of registering individually and acquiring a
user card, which is free for under fifteen-year-olds.
These guided tours for classes continue throughout the school year. In July summer courses for
foreign-language children are also offered.
More informations :
https://www.livrechange.ch/ > bibliothèque > visites de groupes

